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Abstract: In the face of the combined effects of economic development and climate change, ecosystems
are experiencing unprecedented pressures. It is imperative to diagnose changes in the quantity and
quality of ecosystems, as well as identify the integrated natural and social driving mechanisms that
underlie these changes, in order to facilitate ecosystem restoration and maintenance. In this study,
we analyzed the changes in forest, grassland, farmland, and water ecosystems in Hubei Province,
China from 2000 to 2020. We examined the changes in ecosystem quantity by assessing their area,
and for evaluating ecosystem quality, we utilized an ecosystem quality index (EQI). To further
understand the integrated natural–social driving mechanisms behind the degradation of different
types of ecosystems, we selected four natural factors and fifteen socio-economic factors, based on
the influences of climate change and human activities. We employed stepwise regression models
for analysis. Our study reveals significant degradation of farmland and grassland ecosystems in
Hubei Province from 2000 to 2020, reducing by 5.16% and 82.46%, respectively. The water ecosystems
have slightly decreased by 1.08%, while and the forest ecosystems has increased by 2.64%. The
analysis further highlights that the total area of ecosystem quality degradation in Hubei Province
reached 5.34%. Additionally, our findings indicate that human activities have a greater impact on
the quantitative degradation of ecosystems, while climate change has a greater impact on the quality
degradation of ecosystems. Specifically, the forestry output value has a significant negative impact on
the area of farmland and grassland ecosystems, while rural per capita net income and fishery output
value have a significant negative impact on water area. Annual precipitation and annual average
temperature have a significant positive effect on the quality of ecosystems in the good-quality level,
while ecosystems in the low-quality level are mainly influenced by annual evaporation. Our results
provide valuable insights for policymakers seeking to restore and manage ecosystems effectively in
order to promote regional sustainable development.

Keywords: ecosystem quantity; ecosystem quality; ecosystem degradation; driving mechanisms

1. Introduction

Over the past half-century, the global economy and population have experienced
substantial growth, leading to a more than 200% increase in the amount of biomaterials
extracted from nature by humans [1]. As a result of intense human activities, and the
increasingly severe impact of climate change, ecosystems have undergone significant
alterations. For example, from 2000 to 2016, the global loss of mangroves amounted to
3363 km2, with 62% attributable to anthropogenic causes and 38% to natural factors [2].
According to the comprehensive report of the IPCC Sixth Assessment Report [3], global
climate change has exerted additional pressures on land, exacerbating existing risks related
to livelihoods, biodiversity, human and ecosystem health, infrastructure, and food systems.
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For instance, in arid regions, climate change and desertification are expected to result in
decreased crop and livestock productivity, altered plant species composition, and reduced
biodiversity [4]. The degradation of such ecosystems has attracted significant attention
from countries and societies worldwide [5]. The IPCC (2023) [3] predicts that, by 2050,
in a 1.5 ◦C global warming scenario, the population in drought-prone areas vulnerable
to water resource stress, drought intensity, and habitat degradation is projected to reach
178 million people, increasing to 220 million people at 2 ◦C warming, and 277 million
people at 3 ◦C warming. The survival of humans and other life on Earth may be at
unprecedented risk, making ecosystem restoration an urgent priority. The diagnosis and
rehabilitation of damaged and degraded ecosystems have become critical priorities in
global initiatives.

The health of ecosystems determines their ability and quality to provide services [6].
Ecosystem services refer to the various material and non-material benefits provided by
natural ecosystems to human society, such as water supply, climate regulation, soil con-
servation, food production, and natural landscapes [7]. When the quality of ecosystems
degrades, the services they provide are also affected [8]. For example, when the quality
of aquatic ecosystems declines, the supply of water may be contaminated and reduced,
leading to decreased reliability and availability of water resources [9]. Similarly, when
the quality of forest ecosystems declines, the services they provide, such as climate reg-
ulation, soil conservation, and biodiversity preservation, also diminish [10]. Therefore,
understanding the direct impact of ecosystem quality degradation on the supply of ecosys-
tem services is crucial. Numerous studies have focused on the diagnosis of ecosystem
quantitative degradation. For example, Matricardit et al. [11] employed remote sensing
data analysis to determine that the degraded area of forest ecosystems in the Brazilian
Amazon between 1992 and 2014 amounted to 337,427 km2. Lang et al. [12] investigated
ecosystem dynamics and reported that the loss of wetland area in Dongting Lake from 1995
to 2020 was 294.94 km2. However, most of these studies primarily concentrated on changes
in the transformation and area of different ecosystem types, with few investigations into
the diagnosis of ecosystem quality degradation. Recent research has started to focus on this
topic. Xu et al. [13] utilized the relative biomass density approach to diagnose the ecosys-
tem quality of forests, scrubs, and grasslands in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei region, and
found that the grassland ecosystem had the highest quality, followed by forests and shrubs.
Nevertheless, knowledge of ecosystem quality degradation and its impact on ecosystem
services remains limited, due to the absence of a universally accepted assessment method
for ecosystem quality. In general, comprehensive diagnostic research that integrates both
ecosystem quantity and quality remain poorly understood.

The impact of climate change and human activities on ecosystem degradation has
been widely documented in the literature [14–16]. Climate change has been shown to alter
the hydrological processes of ecosystems by changing the precipitation-to-evaporation
ratio [17]. Research has shown that, in highland areas, warmer temperatures can extend the
growing season and increase vegetation productivity [18]. However, rising temperatures
will accelerate permafrost thawing, resulting in the degradation of highland marshes and
meadows [19], as well as increasing soil dryness in arid areas, thereby adversely affecting
vegetation [20]. Changes in precipitation patterns can also impact ecosystems. In arid
areas, rainfall had a positive effect on vegetation growth [21]. Conversely, in humid regions
with abundant water, excessive precipitation can lead to lower temperatures and solar
radiation, which can hinder vegetation growth [22]. Extreme rainfall and drought events
can also exacerbate ecosystem degradation. It is apparent that climate change impacts on
ecosystems vary across different regions.

The impacts of human activities on ecosystems are primarily manifested in urban
expansion [23,24], deforestation [11,25], overgrazing [26], and industrial development [27,28].
For example, Prăvălie et al. [29] found that population growth accelerated agricultural
expansion and sacrificed a large amounts of forest land, which has affected the entire
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ecosystem. During the period from 2001 to 2010, 21,178.8 km2 of forest ecosystems in
Myanmar degraded due to human deforestation [30].

In recent years, research has shown that ecosystem degradation is primarily driven by
the combined effects of climate change and human activities. For example, Shi et al. [31]
found that 28.11% of vegetation degradation on the Loess Plateau was caused by climate
change, while 72.89% was caused by human activities. Similarly, Yi et al. [32] found that
vegetation degradation in the Yangtze River Basin was influenced by both natural and
anthropogenic factors, with human activities contributing 79.29% and climate change con-
tributing 20.71% to vegetation degradation. This knowledge is critical for the restoration
and sustainable development of local ecosystems. However, most studies to date have
only examined a limited number of natural and socio-economic factors, and our under-
standing of the integrated nature–social drivers of ecosystem degradation remains limited.
Additionally, due to significant differences in socio-economic factors across regions, the
mechanisms by which socio-economic factors affect ecosystem degradation may differ in
different areas. As regional socio-economic differentiation continues to evolve, integrated
analyses of natural and social factors driving ecosystem degradation can help diagnose the
health status and evolutionary mechanisms of regional ecosystems objectively, and provide
a reference for regional ecosystem restoration and management decisions.

Over the past three decades, rapid urbanization and industrialization in China have
caused severe damage to the ecosystem. A considerable number of studies have focused
on ecosystem degradation in important ecological functional areas [15,33] and ecologically
fragile areas [16,34] in China, revealing the status of ecosystem degradation and its driving
mechanisms. For example, Wang et al. [35] found that rapid urbanization in the middle
and lower reaches of the Yangtze River Basin led to forest degradation. However, at the
provincial scale, there are significant spatial variations in natural conditions, ecosystem
characteristics, socio-economic disparities, and management levels, leading to exceptionally
complex driving mechanisms of ecosystem degradation [36]. These factors include both the
macroscopic impacts of climate change and a wide range of intricate human activities, with
complex interactions among different driving factors [37]. As a result, our understanding of
the relative contributions and interactions of these factors to ecosystem degradation at the
provincial scale remains limited. Additionally, the lack of unified datasets and standardized
assessment methods further restricts our comprehensive understanding of provincial-scale
ecosystem degradation [38,39].

In recent years, Hubei Province, located in central China, has witnessed significant
soil erosion due to climate change and excessive socio-economic activities [40]. This
has endangered or caused the extinction of important species such as the Yangtze River
white sturgeon and crucian [41,42]. Understanding the integrated nature–social driving
mechanism of ecosystem degradation in Hubei Province not only provides a necessary
scientific basis for restoring the ecosystem from its source but also encourages more local
stakeholders to participate in ecological restoration.

The purpose of this study is to understand the dynamics of ecosystem degradation, in
terms of quantity and quality, at a regional scale, as well as the integrated nature–social
driving mechanisms, in order to guide local ecosystem restoration efforts. Hubei province,
China was chosen as the research area, with two specific objectives: (1) to assess the degree
and spatial distribution of ecosystem degradation in terms of quality and quantity in Hubei
province; and (2) to investigate the nature–social driving mechanism behind ecosystem
degradation in terms of quantity and quality.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

Hubei Province covers an area of 185,900 km2. With a population of 59 million and a de-
veloped economy, the province had a GDP (Gross Domestic Product) of 43,443.46 billion yuan
in 2020. The province has a subtropical monsoon climate, with an average temperature
of 15~17 ◦C, and an average annual precipitation of 800~1600 mm (Figure 1). There are
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abundant ecosystem types in the area, including forest, agricultural, and water ecosys-
tems, which, respectively, account for 48.68%, 43.84%, and 4% of the total area of the
province. Over the past two decades, the farmland ecosystem in Hubei Province has shown
a rapid trend of degradation, and water environment problems are becoming increasingly
prominent [43], with significant shrinkage of lakes and wetlands in the Jianghan Plain and
a decline in aquatic biodiversity [44]. These ecological challenges highlight the urgency of
conducting a comprehensive assessment of the mechanisms driving ecosystem degradation
to ensure the ecological security of Hubei Province.

Figure 1. Location of study area.

2.2. Research Framework

To systematically assess ecosystem degradation in Hubei Province, we analyzed
changes in the quantity and quality of forest, wetland, grassland, and farmland ecosystems
from 2000 to 2020. It is important to note that the forest ecosystem assessed in our study
refers to ecosystems containing trees, shrubs, bamboo, etc., including both natural forests
and planted forests. We chose 2000 to 2020 as the study period primarily because, based on
our understanding, there have been noticeable ecosystem degradation changes in Hubei
Province between 2000 and 2020, mainly due to rapid urbanization. Additionally, the
20-year interval from 2000 to 2020 provides a longer observation period, which helps
capture trends and patterns in ecosystem changes. Moreover, data availability was also an
important consideration. Data for the years 2000 to 2020 were more easily accessible in the
study area, particularly regarding ecosystem quantity and quality indicators.

Firstly, we collected spatial distribution data of forest, wetland, grassland, and farm-
land ecosystems in Hubei Province in the years 2000 and 2020, along with data on fractional
vegetation cover (FVC), leaf area index (LAI), and gross primary productivity (GPP). We
analyzed changes in the quantity of ecosystems by examining changes in their area. This
approach allows us to obtain visual information on the degradation of ecosystems, such
as wetland filling and deforestation. For evaluating changes in ecosystem quality, we
employed an ecosystem quality index (EQI) based on FVC, LAI, and GPP. FVC represents
the proportion of surface covered by vegetation and reflects its distribution and density [45].
High FVC is usually associated with healthy and dense vegetation, while low FVC may
indicate vegetation degradation or land damage. LAI measures the total leaf area of plants
per unit surface area [46]. It serves as an indicator of leaf expansion and density. A higher
LAI often indicates more leaves and denser vegetation, indicating better growth conditions
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and productivity of the ecosystem. Thus, LAI can be used to assess the growth status and
quality of the ecosystem. GPP refers to the total energy converted by plants through photo-
synthesis in an ecosystem [47]. It is a key indicator of ecosystem productivity. Higher GPP
indicates higher biomass accumulation and energy conversion efficiency in the ecosystem,
which is typically associated with better ecosystem quality. By considering FVC, LAI, and
GPP, we can assess the quality of ecosystems from different perspectives. These indicators
reflect crucial factors such as vegetation distribution, plant growth status, and ecosystem
energy conversion, providing information on ecosystem structure, function, and health. By
simultaneously considering changes in ecosystem area and quality index, we can obtain a
more comprehensive and accurate assessment of ecosystem degradation.

Based on climate change and human activities, we identified four natural factors
and fifteen socio-economic factors to analyze the comprehensive driving mechanisms of
ecosystem degradation in the region. By considering the average annual temperature,
annual precipitation, annual evaporation, and annual sunshine hours, we can understand
the direct and indirect impacts of climate change on ecosystems. Previous studies have
also indicated that excessively high or abnormal average temperatures can be one of the
driving factors of ecosystem degradation [19]. Decreased annual precipitation or increased
variability can lead to phenomena such as drought, soil drying, and vegetation degradation,
thus accelerating the process of ecosystem degradation. In water-deficient areas during
drought seasons, higher annual evaporation may have a negative impact on water supply
to ecosystems and biodiversity [20]. Excessive sunlight is one of the energy sources for
photosynthesis in plants, and can have a negative effect on plant growth and ecosystem
health [48].

On the other hand, human activities are also major drivers of ecosystem degradation.
Population growth, urban expansion, and economic development have direct or indirect
impacts on land use, resource utilization, and ecosystem functioning, leading to wetland
degradation, river and lake shrinkage, deforestation, grassland degradation, and farm-
land occupation [27,28]. Specifically, population growth and urban expansion increase
the demand for land and resource consumption [24], while economic development and
increased consumption levels raise the demand for resources [49]. Unsustainable economic
structures and industrial activities can result in ecosystem destruction and pollution [50].
Therefore, in this study, we identified fifteen socio-economic indicators to better understand
the socio-economic drivers of ecosystem degradation.

To avoid collinearity among these factors, we used stepwise regression models to
analyze their impact on the degradation of both ecosystem quantity and quality (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Research framework.
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2.3. Data Collecting and Processing

The datasets of ecosystem types used in this study were obtained from Yang and
Huang (2021) [51], which was synthesized from the China Land Use Dataset (CLUD),
satellite time series data, and visual images extracted from Google Earth and Google Maps.
The dataset includes four ecosystems: forests, grasslands, water bodies, and farmlands,
as well as two other land cover types: unused land and impervious surfaces. The data
were collected for two periods, 2000 and 2020, with a spatial resolution of 30 m. For the
analysis of ecosystem quality, data on FVC and LAI for both periods were obtained from
the MOD16A3 product of National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), while
GPP was obtained from the Global Land Surface Satellite (GLASS). Temperature data were
sourced from the National Environmental Information Center (NCEI) under the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) of the United States. Rainfall and
sunshine hours were obtained from the National Weather Science Data Center of China
Meteorological Data Network (http://data.cma.cn/), and evaporation data were obtained
from MOD16A3 of NASA. All data were processed to a uniform spatial resolution of 500 m.

The socio-economic data used in this study for 2000 and 2020 were sourced from the
Hubei Provincial Statistical Yearbook. The data was collected from 17 prefecture-level cities
in Hubei Province and comprised of 14 indicators, including population, gross national
product, agricultural output value, forestry output value, livestock output value, fishery
output value, industrial output value, construction output value, total sales of consumer
goods, primary industry output value, secondary industry output value, tertiary industry
output value, urban per capita disposable income, and rural per capita net income.

2.4. Data Analysis
2.4.1. Diagnosis of Ecosystem Degradation

To diagnose the degradation of ecosystem quantity, we used ArcGIS 10.7 software to
analyze the spatial distributions of changes in forest, grassland, water body, and farmland
ecosystems in Hubei Province from 2000 to 2020. We then examined the area and proportion
of changes in each ecosystem type.

The evaluation of ecosystem quality was carried out in accordance with the Technical
Specification for Ecosystem Quality Assessment (HJ-1172-2021) [52], a standard issued
by the Chinese government in 2021. This standard employes the ratio of FVC, LAI, and
GPP values of each pixel in the study area to their reference values as the relative quality
of each ecological parameter. The relative value of a pixel’s ecological parameter to the
reference value is an indicator of its ecological quality, with a value closer to 1 indicating
better quality. In this study, a common method was employed, which involved selecting
the top 10% of FVC, LAI, and GPP values in the study area as reference values for good
quality, based on the distribution characteristics of the data. These values represent the
optimal state of the ecosystems within the study area, and reflect their robust ecological
functioning. The relative densities of these parameters were calculated using Equation (1).

RVIj = Fj/Fmax (1)

where RVIi is the relative density of ecological parameter i; i refers to FVC, LAI, and GPP,
respectively. Fj is the value of ecological parameter i in pixel j, and Fmax is the maximum
value of ecological parameter i.

We then calculated the ecosystem quality index (EQI) using the relative density values
of these three ecological parameters. Before calculation, the three relative density values
were normalized, respectively. The EQI was calculated using Equation (2).

EQI = (RVILAI + RVIFVC + RVIGPP)/3 × 100 (2)

where EQI is the ecosystem quality index. RVILAI, RVIFVC, and RVIGPP are the relative
density of LAI, FVC, and GPP, respectively.

http://data.cma.cn/
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Based on the standard (HJ-1172-2021), the results of calculated EQI were classified
into five levels: excellent (EQI ≥ 75), good (55 ≤ EQI ≤ 75), medium (35 ≤ EQI ≤ 55), low
(20 ≤ EQI ≤ 35), and poor (EQI < 20). The adoption of five levels is aimed at comprehen-
sively evaluating and describing the differences in various levels of ecosystem quality. By
dividing the EQI results into more levels, it provides more detailed information and helps
to accurately differentiate the degree of ecosystem degradation. Such classification provides
a basis for decision-makers to prioritize actions and allocate resources. It facilitates the
identification of regions that require targeted interventions, protection efforts, or restoration
measures. Subsequently, we used the ArcGIS spatial analysis tool to analyze the changes in
ecosystem quality levels from 2000 to 2020. The improvements in ecosystem quality level
by one, two, and three levels were defined as slight improvement, improvement, and signif-
icant improvement, respectively. The decrease in ecosystem quality levels by one, two, and
three levels were defined as slight degradation, degradation, and significant degradation,
respectively. The area of ecosystem quality changes for different levels was calculated.

2.4.2. Analysis of Natural-Social Driving Mechanism

We utilized stepwise regression models to analyze the natural–social driving mech-
anisms behind different types of ecosystem degradation. In this study, we selected
four factors representing climate characteristics and fifteen factors representing human
activities as potential drivers of ecosystem degradation, and their changes from 2000 to
2020 were used as dependent variables in the stepwise regression model (Table 1).

Table 1. Natural and social driving factors.

Driving Factors Indicators Codes

Natural Climate conditions

Average annual temperature XTEMP

Annual precipitation XPCP
Annual evaporation XET

Annual sunshine hours XSH

Social

Population and
urban expansion

Population quantity XPOP
Impervious surface area XIS

Resource utilization

Agricultural output value XAOV
Forestry output value XFOV-1

Livestock output value XLOV
Fishery output value XFOV-2

Industrial output value XIOV
Construction output value XCOV

Economic structure

Gross national product XGNP
Primary industry output value XPOV

Secondary industry output value XSOV
Tertiary industry output value XTOV

Consumption level
Urban per capita

disposable income XUPCDI

Rural per capita net income XRPCNI

Total sales of consumer goods XSTROCG

As mentioned earlier, in Section 2.2, several factors, such as annual average tem-
perature, annual precipitation, annual evaporation, and annual sunshine hours, provide
valuable insights into the direct and indirect impacts of climate change on ecosystems.
Temperature is one of the key factors influencing the development and functioning of
ecosystems, and excessively high or abnormal average temperatures can be a driving factor
for ecosystem degradation [19]. Precipitation serves as an important water supply source
within ecosystems. Changes in annual precipitation can directly affect soil moisture, plant
growth, and ecosystem stability [21,22]. Evaporation is the process of water transfer from
soil and vegetation to the atmosphere. An increase in annual evaporation may indicate
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an increase in water loss, leading to soil drying, reduction in vegetation, and ecosystem
degradation [53]. Additionally, sunshine is one of the energy sources for photosynthesis
in plants, and plays a significant role in plant growth and ecosystem health. Variations in
these factors can directly or indirectly impact the water supply, vegetation growth, and
ecological balance of ecosystems, thereby influencing the health and stability of ecosystems.
Considering these factors when assessing ecosystem degradation can help us gain a more
comprehensive understanding of the natural drivers behind ecosystem degradation.

Research has indicated that human activities, such as population growth, urbanization,
resource utilization, and economic activities, can have a negative impact on the health and
stability of ecosystems [24,28], thus serving as social drivers of ecosystem degradation.
The increase in population size can exert pressure on ecosystems by amplifying resource
demands, land development, and pollution pressures [29]. The expansion of impervious
surfaces, resulting from urbanization and industrialization, can disrupt the hydrological
cycle of land, increasing the risk of flooding and water resource loss [54]. The escalation
of economic activities often accompanies resource exploitation, energy consumption, and
environmental pollution, which can have detrimental effects on ecosystems [27]. Moreover,
different industries exhibit varying levels of resource utilization and environmental im-
pact. For instance, the primary sector, such as agriculture and forestry, may involve land
clearance and fertilizer usage [55], while the secondary sector, including manufacturing
and construction, may entail energy consumption and waste emissions [56]. Additionally,
high levels of consumption can lead to excessive resource depletion and waste generation,
further pressuring ecosystems [57]. The changes in the quantity and quality of forest,
grassland, water body and farmland ecosystems were inputted as independent variables in
the stepwise regression model. The stepwise regression models were run in SPSS 26.0. The
variance inflation factor (VIF) was used to assess multicollinearity in regression analysis. A
high VIF value indicates a strong correlation between a predictor variable and the other
variables, suggesting the presence of multicollinearity [58]. Generally, a VIF value greater
than 5 or 10 is considered high, and indicates a problematic level of multicollinearity.

3. Results
3.1. Degradation of Ecosystem Quantity and Quality

Between 2000 and 2020, the areas of farmland, grassland and water bodies in Hubei
Province experienced a decrease, with forest ecosystems increasing (Figure 3). The farmland
ecosystem suffered the most significant loss, decreasing by 4457.51 km2, resulting in a 2.38%
reduction in its proportional area. The majority of the reduced farmland was located in
the mountainous regions of the southwest and northwest of Hubei Province, as well as in
the surrounding areas of various cities. During the same period, the grassland ecosystem
area decreased by 774.98 km2, mainly in the northwestern and northern parts of Hubei
Province. Meanwhile, the water ecosystem saw the smallest reduction, with a total decrease
of 81.3 km2 from 2000 to 2020, mainly distributed in the central and southern parts of Hubei
Province, where the water system is more developed.

In contrast to the three ecosystems mentioned above, the forest land in Hubei Province
saw a considerable increase of 2341.29 km2 in the past two decades, with the proportional
area also increased by 1.25%. The growth in forest area was primarily observed in the
southeast, northeast, southwest, and northwest regions of the province. Additionally,
during the same period, the unused land area decreased by 14.05 km2, while the impervious
surface area increased significantly by 2986.54 km2 primarily in the surrounding areas of
major cities (Figure 3).

High-quality ecosystems in Hubei Province are mainly concentrated in the moun-
tainous regions of the western, northeastern, and southeastern parts, while the central
plains exhibit comparatively lower ecosystem quality, as of 2020 (Figure 4a,b). Analysis
of ecosystem quality change between 2000 and 2020 revealed that the most significant
improvement occurred in the shift from medium to good quality, with an increased area of
26,404.25 km2. The second most prominent change was observed in the transition from
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low to medium level, with an expansion of 18,750.75 km2. Conversely, the smallest change
area was in the degradation from excellent to good quality, with a reduction of 2637.75 km2

(Figure 5a).

Figure 3. Changes of different ecosystems between 2000 and 2020.

Figure 4. Ecosystem quality of Hubei Province in 2000 (a) and 2020 (b), and changes from 2000 to
2020 (c).
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Figure 5. Transition of ecosystems across different quality levels between 2000 and 2020. (a) Transition
relationships among ecosystems of different quality levels. (b) The change in area of ecosystem
quality at different levels. (c) Proportion of the area with no change, degradation, and improvement
in ecosystem quality.

Between 2000 and 2020, the total area of ecosystem quality degradation in Hubei
Province was 9364.75 km2, primarily due to slight degradation (9114 km2), which was
widely distributed throughout the central plain area, southern, and southwest regions of the
province (Figures 4c and 5b,c). The area with significant degradation of ecosystem quality
was relatively small, only 1.5 km2, primarily distributed in the northern and northeastern
regions of Hubei Province. Meanwhile, the area with moderate degradation of ecosystem
quality was 249.25 km2, mainly observed in the central plain area, northeast and southwest
regions of Hubei Province (Figures 4c and 5b).

The total area of improved ecosystem quality in Hubei Province was 66,939.75 km2

from 2000 to 2020 (Figure 5c). The majority of the improved area was due to slight im-
provement in ecosystem quality, accounting for 64,677.5 km2 (96.92% of the total improved
area), which was mainly distributed in the northern, southwest and southeast regions of
the province. The area with moderate improvement in ecosystem quality was 2259.5 km2,
primarily located in the northern, southwestern and southeastern regions of the study area.
Meanwhile, the area with significant improvement was 2.75 km2, mainly distributed in
northern Hubei Province (Figures 4c and 5b).

3.2. Natural-Social Drivers of Ecosystem Quantitative Degradation

The regression model results for the natural–social drivers of forest, grassland, water
bodies, and farmland ecosystem quantity are shown in Table 2. All four models were
statistically significant (p < 0.05), and the VIF values of each factor were less than 2.2,
indicating that the models had effectively controlled for multicollinearity. The results reveal
the specific influences of different factors on each ecosystem type. The farmland area was
primarily negatively influenced by three factors: forestry output value (XFOV-1), annual
evaporation (XET), and impervious surface (XIS). Among these, the forest output value had
the most significant impact on farmland area. This suggests that high forest output value,
possibly indicating extensive logging activities, contributes to the reduction of farmland.
Conversely, the forest ecosystem was mainly driven by forestry output value (XFOV-1) and
annual evaporation (XET). Forest output value had the greatest impact on the forest area,
indicating that it plays a crucial role in the expansion of forested areas. Moreover, higher
levels of annual evaporation can positively affect forest ecosystems.
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Table 2. Results of the analysis of driving forces of ecosystem type degradation in Hubei Province,
2000–2020.

Model Variable Stand. Coeff. R2 Adj. R2 p-Value Collinearity Statistics
Tol. VIF

Farmland
XFOV-1 −0.388 *

0.690 0.619 <0.05
0.773 1.294

XET −0.376 0.771 1.297
XIS −0.308 0.779 1.283

Forest land
XFOV-1 0.428

0.449 0.370 <0.05
0.837 1.195

XET 0.371 0.837 1.195

Grassland

XPCP 0.980 ***

0.821 0.762 <0.001

0.523 1.913
XFOV-1 −0.938 *** 0.468 2.139
XLOV 0.546 ** 0.503 1.989

XTEMP 0.417 * 0.497 2.014

Water body

XRPCNI −0.559 **

0.792 0.723 <0.001

0.759 1.318
XFOV-2 −0.411 * 0.788 1.269

XET 0.392 * 0.983 1.018
XSH −0.298 * 0.970 1.031

Note: *** means p < 0.001, ** means p < 0.01, * means p < 0.05.

The natural–social driving factors affecting the grassland area were relatively com-
plex. The most significant factors were annual precipitation (XPCP) and forestry output
value (XFOV-1). However, the influence of annual precipitation on grassland area was
significantly positive, suggesting that higher precipitation levels contribute to grassland
expansion. On the other hand, the influence of forestry output value on grassland area was
significantly negative, indicating that intensive forestry activities may lead to grassland
degradation. Additionally, livestock output value (XLOV) and average annual temperature
change (XTEMP) had a significant positive effect on grassland ecosystem. The natural–social
driving factors of water area were also complex, and involved four factors. Rural per
capita net income (XRPCNI), fishery output value (XFOV-2), and annual sunshine hours (XSH)
had a significant negative effect on water body area, indicating that higher levels of these
factors are associated with reduced water body area. Conversely, evaporation (XET) had a
significant positive effect on water body area.

3.3. Natural-Social Drivers of Ecosystem Quality Degradation

Table 3 illustrates the results obtained from the regression models that examine the
natural–social drivers of ecosystem quality categorized as excellent, good, medium, and low.
All four regression models demonstrated statistically significance (p < 0.05), and the VIF
values of each factor were less than 1.8, indicating effective control over multicollinearity.
The findings revealed that ecosystems with excellent quality were primarily influenced by
forestry output value (XFOV-1) and annual precipitation (XPCP), with forestry output value
having a significant positive effect, and precipitation having a significant negative effect.
This suggests that higher forestry output value is associated with improved ecosystem
quality, while increased precipitation may have adverse effect on ecosystem quality. For
ecosystems with good quality, the main factors influencing their quality were annual
precipitation (XPCP) and average annual temperature (XTEMP), with annual precipitation
having the largest effect. Higher levels of precipitation and temperature were found to have
a positive effect on ecosystem quality. Ecosystems with medium quality were positively
driven by rural per capita net income (XRPCNI) and fisheries output value (XFOV-2), with
rural per capita income having the most significant effect. This indicates that higher levels
of rural per capita income contribute to the enhancement of ecosystem quality, along with
increased fisheries output value. In contrast, the degradation of ecosystems with low
quality was influenced by four significant factors, among which annual evaporation (XET),
annual precipitation (XPCP), and pastoral production value (XLOV) were most significant
ones. The effects of annual evaporation and fisheries production value were significantly
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negative, indicating that higher evaporation rates and intensified fisheries production
contribute to the deterioration of ecosystem quality. On the other hand, the effect of annual
precipitation was significantly positive, suggesting that increased precipitation levels may
mitigate the degradation of ecosystems with low quality. Furthermore, annual sunshine
hours had a significantnegative effect on the area of low ecosystem quality.

Table 3. Driving forces of ecosystem quality degradation.

Model Variables Stand. Coeff. R2.5 Adj. R2.5 p-Value
Collinearity Statistics

Tol. VIF

Excellent
XFOV-1 0.628 ***

0.734 0.696 <0.001
0.999 1.001

XPCP −0.567 ** 0.999 1.001

Good
XPCP 0.908 **

0.498 0.426 <0.05
0.581 1.720

XTEMP 0.726 * 0.581 1.720

Medium
XRPCNI 0.390

0.404 0.319 <0.05
0.789 1.267

XFOV-2 0.354 0.789 1.267

Low

XET −0.529 **

0.862 0.816 <0.001

0.782 1.279
XPCP 0.433 ** 0.946 1.058
XLOV −0.395 ** 0.719 1.391
XSH −0.269 * 0.906 1.104

Note: *** means p < 0.001, ** means p < 0.01, * means p < 0.05.

4. Discussion
4.1. Integrated Natural-Social Drivers

Previous studies have shown that climate change and human activities are key drivers
of ecosystem degradation. Our study builds on this finding, and provides detailed insights
into how natural and social factors combine to affect changes in ecosystem quantity and
quality at the regional scale. Our results indicate that human activities have a significantly
greater impact on ecosystems than natural factors, particularly on farmland ecosystems
and grassland ecosystems. The driving mechanism of forestry output on the degradation
of these ecosystems is more significant compared to natural factors, suggesting that human
demand for forestry products directly contributes to their degradation. This is partly
due to the cultivation, conservation, management, and utilization of forestry resources
occupying grassland and farmland with relatively low economic value, and also due to
policies such as returning farmland to the forest in China to enhance ecosystem services [59].
In addition, we found a negative correlation between the area of farmland ecosystems and
the impervious surface area, which may be due to the growth of population-promoting
economic development, and thus promoting urban spatial expansion [60]. During this
process, a large amount of farmland was encroached upon by construction land [24], and
the population was excluded, due to its strong collinearity with the impermeable surface.
In contrast, the positive effect of precipitation on grassland area may be attributed to the
increased availability of water, which promotes grass growth and expansion. Adequate
precipitation provides the necessary moisture for vegetation, including grass, to thrive and
expand their coverage [21].

On the other hand, the negative effects of rural per capita net income and fishery output
value on water body area may be due to the pressures and disturbances exerted by economic
activities and the exploitation of fishery resources on water ecosystems [61]. Increased
economic activities, urbanization, and higher income levels often lead to intensified human
interventions in water bodies, such as pollution, habitat destruction, and overfishing [41,42].
These activities can negatively impact water body areas and result in a reduction in their size
and ecological quality [62]. Regarding evaporation, its positive effect on water body area can
be attributed to the process itself. When evaporation rates are high, more water is converted
into vapor and released into the atmosphere [63]. This helps maintain the water balance in
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water bodies by preventing excessive water accumulation and overflow. Consequently, the
water body area remains stable, or even expands as a result of increased evaporation.

The pursuit of economic gains from a particular ecosystem can significantly impact its
quantitative growth, as seen with the forestry and livestock production values that drive
the growth of forest and farmland, respectively. For instance, an increase in forestry output
value contributes to the improvement of ecosystem quality in high-quality ecosystems [64].
This finding highlights a potential area for synergistic ecosystem conservation and economic
development. However, it is important to note that the impact of climate change on
ecosystem quality surpasses that of human activities, particularly through its influence on
rainfall and temperature. Our study revealed that climate change had a greater impact
on ecosystem quality than human activities, particularly through the effects of rainfall
and temperature. In our study region, the combined effects of temperature and rainfall
prolonged the growing season, resulting in increased vegetation biomass accumulation
and an improvement in the quality of ecosystems rated as good [21]. Thus, a reduction in
precipitation would have a negative impact on the quality of high-quality ecosystems.

The impact of socio-economic factors on ecosystem quality is primarily observed
in medium-quality ecosystems. Specifically, fisheries and rural per capita income levels
contribute to the expansion of medium-quality ecosystems, indicating a closer connec-
tion to human activities. This finding is in line with Wei et al.’s research [65], which
suggests that rural per capita income is positively correlated with changes in medium
ecosystems. This may be due to increased ecological conservationawareness and the im-
plementation of ecological compensation mechanisms as per capita income rises. These
measures encourage active participation and implementation of relevant ecological restora-
tion activities by residents, promoting ecosystem quality. Moreover, the growth of the
area of excellent-level ecosystems is positively influenced by an increase in forest output
value, as high-quality forests provide more economic value and promote the expansion of
excellent-level ecosystems.

The degradation of low-quality ecosystems is influenced by multiple factors. The
negative effects of annual evaporation and fisheries output value on the area of low-quality
ecosystems may be attributed to reduced water resources and overexploitation of fisheries
resources [63]. Similarly, annual sunshine hours have a negative impact on the area of
low-quality ecosystems, possibly due to excessive sunlight leading to increased water evap-
oration and limited vegetation growth [10]. The decline in water resources, as indicated by
higher evaporation rates, can result in reduced water availability for sustaining ecosystem
functions and supporting vegetation growth in low-quality ecosystems [53]. This scarcity
of water resources can exacerbate the degradation process, leading to further deterioration
of the ecosystem area [66]. Furthermore, the negative impact of annual sunshine hours on
the area of low-quality ecosystems implies that excessive sunlight exposure may contribute
to increased evaporation rates and moisture loss, limiting the growth and development of
vegetation. This can further weaken the ecological resilience of low-quality ecosystems,
making them more susceptible to degradation.

It is essential to recognize that while economic activities can play a role in ecosystem
dynamics, the overarching influence of climate change, specifically through its effects on
rainfall and temperature patterns, has a more significant impact on ecosystem quality.
Therefore, sustainable management practices should consider both the economic benefits
derived from ecosystems and the preservation of their quality, while also addressing the
challenges posed by climate change.

4.2. Strategies for Ecosystem Management

Restoring degraded ecosystems is a crucial task in the fight against global climate
change [67]. As regional socio-economic development continues to exert pressure on ecosys-
tems, it has become urgent to explore the socio-economic driving forces behind ecosystem
restoration, and consider ecosystem transformation and development to improve human
well-being. By recognizing the interactions between economic activities, climate change,
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and ecosystem quality, decision-makers and stakeholders can formulate strategies that bal-
ance economic growth with ecological conservation. Our study highlights the synergistic
effects of natural and socio-economic factors on ecosystem quantity and quality, offering
a way to address ecosystem restoration at its source. For example, actively developing
the forestry industry in areas with degraded forest ecosystems can promote ecosystem
protection and economic development simultaneously. In farmland management, it is
important to consider the impacts of forestry activities and impervious surfaces to bal-
ance agricultural land use and ecosystem protection. In mountainous areas with severe
soil erosion, soil and water conservation projects should be implemented in low-quality
ecosystem areas. In regions with high rural per capita income, encourage and support
investment in recycling, agriculture (forestry), and clean energy, strengthen rural sewage
treatment, and carry out river protection and treatment. Regarding water body manage-
ment, attention should be given to the impact of rural economic development and fisheries
resource utilization on water bodies, along with managing the evaporation process in a
sustainable manner, to maintain the ecological functions of water bodies. These approaches
to ecological restoration, based on nature and socio-economic factors, can promote the
natural regeneration of regional ecosystems and the harmony between local species and
human beings, providing support for the determination of the mid- and long-term goals
for regional ecosystem restoration.

4.3. Limitations

This study provides valuable quantitative insights into the drivers of regional-scale
ecosystem degradation, highlighting the need for informed ecosystem management de-
cisions. However, it is important to acknowledge the limitations of this research, which
focuses on a static analysis of administrative boundary units, and overlooks the dynamic
interactions between geographical units, such as the impact of upstream activities on the
downstream watersheds. At larger regional scales, socio-economic activities upstream
may significantly contribute to both quantitative and qualitative ecosystem degradation
downstream. For example, Chen et al. [68] demonstrated that irrigation development in the
upper Tarim River accelerated the decline of groundwater level in the lower reaches. With-
out effectively managing the source drivers of ecosystem degradation upstream, achieving
downstream ecosystem restoration and sustainable management will be challenging. Fu-
ture research should therefore explore the natural–social driving mechanism of ecosystem
degradation from a system correlation perspective.

In this study, a stepwise regression model was used to analyze the driving forces of
ecosystem degradation. However, it is important to acknowledge that the relationship
between social and economic factors and ecosystems can be more complex than assumed
in this model. Further research is needed to investigate and verify the multiple causal
relationships that exist. Additionally, the socioeconomic drivers selected in this study
were limited to the indicators available in the statistical yearbook, which may hinder a
deeper understanding of the mechanism behind ecosystem degradation. In future studies,
more refined and comprehensive data should be collected and analyzed to provide a more
accurate and comprehensive understanding of the issue.

5. Conclusions

The degradation of ecosystems is a complex issue that is influenced by both natural
and socio-economic factors. Our study found that both natural and socio-economic factors
contribute to the degradation of ecosystems at the regional scale. Socio-economic factors
have a greater impact on medium-quality ecosystems, and the level of fisheries and rural
per capita income can contribute to increases in the area of medium-quality ecosystems.
Furthermore, the increase in forest output value had a positive impact on the growth of
the area of excellent-level ecosystems, while natural factors, especially climate change,
have a significant impact on ecosystem quality. To restore degraded ecosystems, it is
crucial to consider the synergistic effects of both natural and socio-economic factors, and
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take a holistic approach that considers ecosystem transformation and development to
improve human well-being. At the regional scale, compared to land use, climate change is
a relatively challenging factor to adjust and intervene in, as it is typically a global challenge.
However, despite this limitation, there are still feasible measures at the regional scale to
reduce the vulnerability of ecosystems to climate change. For example, improving water
resources management, implementing climate-adaptive agriculture, establishing disaster
risk reduction system, and promoting natural restoration can enhance the resilience and
recovery capacity of ecosystems, helping them better adapt to changing climatic conditions.
Overall, our study provides strong support for ecosystem management decisions at the
regional scale, and highlights the need for a holistic approach that considers both natural
and socio-economic factors in ecosystem restoration and management. By doing so, we can
ensure the long-term sustainability of ecosystems and promote the well-being of human
societies in a mutually beneficial way.
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